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Abstract 
Diploma thesis deals with the issue of constructions on the land of another. At first the 
thesis focuses on definition of basic terms, i.e. the construction and the building plot. In the 
following text is concerned about permission to build. Attention is focused on three types of 
titles of use - lease, easement and of peripheral importance, loan of land, which is not given a 
full explanation, but only focusing on issues related to the topic of work. To the previous 
issues link two institutes which deal with third and fourth chapter - authorized and 
unauthorized construction. Authorized construction is current problem in the future and 
therefore it is very noticeable lack of explicit rules that must be compensated for general rules 
of unjust enrichment. The chapter on unauthorized construction is divided into sections 
according to the character of each "type", i.e. whether the construction is movable thing or 
realty and whether the authorization to construction lacked from outset or dropped out after 
the construction was built. Last but not least the work deals with public-law issues and also 
the role of public law in the formation of conditions for the rise of construction - in the 
chapter devoted to building plot, and also issues permission to build as a public-law act, 
which makes possible to start the construction, and the consequences its absence. 
 
